FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

THE GREENBOOK AND MANUAL ON USAGE & STYLE
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AS A MOBILE APP

Digital Publication Brings Added Functionality and Ease of Use to
Texas Legal Citation Guide and Trusted Style Manual

AUSTIN, TX and SALT LAKE CITY, UT (July 22, 2013)—After an extensive vetting
process, the Texas Law Review Association has selected the Rulebook app as the
exclusive mobile app to publish the Manual on Usage & Style and The Greenbook:
Texas Rules of Form on mobile devices. The Greenbook is the authoritative style guide
for legal citation in Texas used by lawyers, scholars, judges, law students, paralegals,
and others involved in the legal profession. The Manual on Usage & Style is relied upon
by law students and legal professionals throughout the country and is known as a
concise yet very informative and useful writing guide.

“The Rulebook app helps us make The Greenbook as accessible as possible,” said
Kelsie Krueger, Editor in Chief of the Texas Law Review. “We are excited to see The
Greenbook available in such an easy-to-use digital format.”

The Rulebook app allows legal professionals to easily reference federal and state court
rules, codes, and style manuals. The app incorporates all the functionality of paper rule
books, such as highlighting, bookmarking, and note-taking, and adds functionality unique
to digital devices, including searching, hyperlinking, and multitasking. It also keeps
the mobile versions of The Greenbook and the Manual on Usage & Style, as well as its other
content, current with regular updates that are seamlessly integrated without overwriting
the user’s personal highlights and annotations.

“We are honored that the Rulebook app has been chosen as the mobile app for these
trusted works,” said Gregory Hoole, president of Ready Reference Apps, the developer
of the Rulebook app. “There is an unmistakable paradigm shift occurring from paper to
paperless publication. The Texas Law Review Association’s proactive move into this
new space will provide a great benefit to law students and legal professionals alike.”

The Greenbook is currently in its Twelfth Edition with a foreword by Bryan A. Garner,
editor in chief of Black’s Law Dictionary and the author of numerous works on legal style,
most recently Reading Law: The Interpretation of Legal Texts and Making Your Case:
The Art of Persuading Judges, both co-written with Justice Antonin Scalia. Garner also
edited several editions of the Manual on Usage & Style, which also contains a foreword
by Charles Alan Wright dating back to the Second Edition.

Availability

The mobile versions of The Greenbook and Manual on Usage & Style are now available
for individual sale via the Rulebook app on all Apple mobile devices on the App Store at
and other large organizations can also purchase these works in bulk on behalf of their
employees via an enterprise version of the Rulebook app, which can be customized
specifically for the organization’s needs.
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